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COMPARISONOF SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3
TO TRAC-PF1/MOD1FOR

TIMING ANALYSISOF PWRFUEL PIN FAILURES°

K. R. Jones, K. R. Katsma, N. L. Wade, L. J. Siefken, M. Straka

ABSTRACT

A comparison has been made of SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3-and
TRAC-PFI/MODI-basedcalculationsof the fuel pin failure
timing (time from containment isolation signal to first
fuel pin failure) in a loss-of-coolantaccident (LOCA).
The two codes were used to calculatethe thermal_hydraulic
boundary conditionsfor a complete,double-ended,offset-
shear break of a cold leg in a Westinghouse 4-1oop
pressurized water reactor. Both calculations used the
FRAPCON-2 code to calculate the steady-state fuel rod
behavior and the FRAP-T6 code to calculate the transient
fuel rod behavior. The analysis was performed for 16
combinations of fuel burnups and power peaking factors
extending up to the Technical Specifications limits.
While all calculationswere made on a best-estimatebasis,
the SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3code has not yet been fully assessed
for large-breakLOCA analysis.

The results indicate that SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 yields
coF_serv_Ltivefuel pin failuretimingresults in comparison
to those qenerated using TRAC-PFI/MO_I.

1. INTRODUCTION

A licensing basis for nuclear reactors has been the loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA), with an assumed instantaneousrelease of
fission products from the fuel into the containment. Certain
equipment performance requirements, such as rapid closure of
containment isolation valves, have been required to facilitate
compliance with 10 CFR Part 1001 regarding offsite radiological
consequences. These fast closure times have placed a burden on
valve design and maintenance.

a. Work supported by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, under DOE Contract No. DE-
ACO7-761D01570.
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The objective of this research is to develop a viable
methodology for calculationof the timing of the earliest fuel pin
cladding failure,relative to the containmentisolationsignal,for
LOCAs. The calculationwas expected to show that certain isolation
valves do not have to be closed as rapidly as now required, thus
permitting more realistic licensingrequirements.

In order to meet this objective,aLcalculationalmethodology
was developed employing the FRAPCON-2z, SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD33, and
FRAP-T64 computercodes. Demonstrationcalculationswere performed,
applying this methodology to two plant designs, a Westinghouse
4-1oop design analyzed using a Seabrook plant model and a Babcock
and Wilcox (B&W) design analyzed using an Oconee plant model.

These calculations represent the first application of
SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3and were performedusing a preliminaryversion of
the code, prior to completion of the code assessment efforts. In
order to evaluate its adequacy, a single TRAC-PFI/MODIs calculation
was performed, duplicating the worst-case SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3
calculationfor the Seabrookanalysis. This worst-case calculation
consistedof a complete,double-ended,offset shear break of a cold
leg, without pumped emergency core cooling systems (ECCS), and
assuming that the main coolant pumps continuedoperating.

This paper discusses the methodology, assumptions, and a
comparison of the results obtained for the worst-case calculations
using SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3and TRAC-PFI/MODI.

2. METHODOLOGY AND MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

A four-code approach,utilizing FRAPCON-2, SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3,
TRAC-PFI/MODI, and FRAP-T6, was adopted for the analysis. This
four-code approach provided a defensible calculationalmethodology
for performing the calculation, incorporating a fully assessed
calculationalpath, using FRAPCON-2,TRAC-PFI/MODI,and FRAP-T6,and
a parallel path, utilizing FRAPCON-2, SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3, and
FRAP-T6.

The FRAPCON-22 code was developedto calculatethe steady-state
response of light water reactor (LWR) fuel rods during long-term
burnup, lt calculates the temperature,pressure,deformation,and
failure historiesof a fuel rod as functionsof time-dependentfuel
rod power and coolant boundary conditions.

The FRAP-T64 code was developed to predict the performanceof
LWR fuel rods during operational transients and hypothetical
accidents, lt obtains initialfuel rod conditionsby readinga file
created by the FRAPCON-2code and calculates all of the phenomena
that influence the transient performance of fuel rods, with
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p__rticularemphasis on temperatureand deformationof the cladding.

The SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD33code was developed for best-estimate
transient simulation of LWR coolant systems under severe accident
conditions_s well as large- and small-breakLOCAs. lt is currently
under development,and a preliminaryversion (cycle7B) was used for
the _nalyses.

The TRAC-PFI/MODIcodes was developedfor transientsimulation
of LWR coolant systemsduring large-breakLOCAs. Version 14.3USQ.LG
was used for this analysis. This versionwas frozen in 1987 by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for use in the code
scaling, applicability,and uncertainty evaluation (CSAU) study.6
A broad assessmenteffort has been completed,which has demonstrated
that the code is capable of addressingthe entire large-breakLOCA
scenario (blowdown,refill, and reflood). Appendix III of the CSAU
report6 provides an extensivelist of assessmentreports applicable
to this code.

SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3provides a considerable cost savings over
TRAC-PFI/MODI for calculationof system thermal-hydraulicresponse
under LOCA conditions. SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3is a relatively fast-
running code that can execute from a UNIX workstation platform, as
opposed to TRAC-PFI/MODI, which requires a mainframe platform.
Thus, SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3was chosen as the primarythermal-hydraulic
code for the analysis.

A wide range of sensitivity cases were analyzed using
SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 to assess the impact of break size, ECCS
availability,and main coolantpump trip on the fuel failuretiming.
Due to the lack of code assessment for SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3, a
supplemental TRAC-PFI/MODI calculation, duplicating the case
resultingin the shortesttime to pin failure,was run to providean
evaluation of its accuracy.

The calculational methodology using SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 is
illustratedin Figure I. In these calculations,FRAPCON-2was used
to calculate the burnup-dependentfuel pin initial conditions for
FRAP-T6; FI_AP-T6was used to calculatethe initialsteady-statefuel
pin conditions for SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3;SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3was run to
obtain the system thermal-hydraulicboundaryconditions,consisting
of the fuel pin power distributionand thermodynamicconditions of
the coolantchannel; and FRAP-T6was used to calculatethe transient
fuel pin behavior.

The supplemental calculation utilizes a similar methodology
with the exception that SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 is replaced by
TRAC-PFI/MODI, as illustrated in Figure 2. Initialization of
burnup-dependentvariablesfor the TRAC-PFI/MODIfuel components is
not necessary, since the code does not have a fuel performance
model. However,a comparisonof initialstoredenergy calculatedby
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FRAPCON-2
Calculates burnup-dependent
fuel pin initialconditions

...

Initial values of
released fissiongas inventory
retained fissiongas inventory
permanentcladding strains
cladding oxide thickness
amount of open fuel porosity

V
I

1 J

SCDAP/RELAP5 FRAP-T6 I
Calculates primary system thermal- Steady-state case run to )
hydraulic response, including provide initial steady I
primary system pressures,tem- state conditionsfor SCDAPI
peratures,void distributions components )
break flow I

l

core thermal-hydraulics I
containmentisolation signal Initialgap conductance
timings Initialgap gas pressure

fuel pin ballooningand rupture Radial tempeiatureprofile
I

Time-dependenttables of
bulk thermal-hydraulicconditions in
core nodes and core inlet and outlet
volumes.
Coolant mass flux in core nodes.
Fuel pin power distribution.

V
I

FRAP-T6
..... Calculates transient

fuel performance

I
L

Fuel pin failure timing

Figure I. Flow chart of methodologyusing SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3thermal-hydraulic
data.
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FRAPCON-2 TRAC-PFI/MODI
Calculatesburnup-dopendent Calculatesprimary system thermal-
fuel pin initial conditions hydraulicresponse, including.._

primary system pressures,tem-
V peratures,void distributions

Initialvalues of break flow
released fission gas inventory core thermal-hydraulics
retained fissiongas inventory containmentisolationsignal
permanentcladding strains timings
claddingoxide thickness i
amount of open fuel porosity

V
Time-dependenttables of
Bulk thermal-hydraulicconditions in
core nodes and core inlet and outlet
volumes.
Coolant mass flux in core nodes.

V
I

L
FRAP-T6

Calculatestransient
fuel performance

l
L

Fuel pin failuretiming

Figure 2. Flow chart of methodologyusing TRAC-PFI/MODIthermal-hydraulicdata.

TRAC-PF1/MODI to that calculated by FRAP-T6 indicated reasonable
agreement.

The calculations were performed assuming an equilibrium core
operating at 102% core thermal power. Identical core nodal ization
was used for the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 and TRAC-PFI/MODI core models,
with the exception that the core bypass was lumped into the outer
core region in the TRAC-PFI/MODI model. This nodal ization consisted
of a detailed three-channel core model with nine axial nodes. The
hot channel included four fuel assemblies. The total power

generated in the hot channel was assumed to be governed by the
technical specification enthalpy rise hot channel factor.

The SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 model used for this analysis was adapted
from a RELAP5/MOD2 deck created for station blackout transient
analysis of the Seabrook nuclear power plant." Several
modifications were required to produce the model needed for this
analysis. These included: addition of a detailed 3-channel,
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9-axial-nodecore model, describing the hot channel and the central
and outer core region; point kinetics modeling; SCDAP modeling; a
simplified containmentmodel; and a more detailed downcomer model.

A simplified containmentmodel, consistingof a single RELAP5
volume with heat conductors representing steel and concrete
surfaces,l_rovideda fairly rough estimate of containmentresponse.
A more detailed treatmentof containmentresponsewould require the
use of a containment analysis code; however, results indicate that
the containmentisolation signal from the pressurizerlow pressure
trip trails the signal received from high containmentpressure by
only about 3 s. Due to the approximatenature of the containment
pressure calculation, the pressurizer low pressure trip time was
used to determine the containment isolationsignal time.

The Seabrook TRAC-PFI/MODImodel used for this analysis was
derived from a TRAC-PFI/MODI model utilized for the CSAU study.6
The modificationsfor this analysis includedrenodalizationof the
core region from five to nine axial nodes, describing the hot
channel and the central and outer core region, removal of pumped
ECCS, modificationof the core power distribution,and replacement
of containment pressure and decay heat boundary conditions.
Boundary conditions for containment pressure and total core power
history were obtained from the corresponding SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3
calculation.

For each set of transient thermal-hydraulic conditions
generated by either SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3or TRAC-PFI/MODI,a series of
16 FRAP-T6 cases were run to determinefuel pin failuretimes for a
range of fuel pin peak burnups (50, 35, 20, and 5 GWd/MTU) and axial
peaking factors(2.32, 2.2, 2.0, and 1.8). A fundamentalassumption
governingthis methodologyis that the hot channelthermal-hydraulic
conditionsgeneratedby SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3do not vary significantly
for changes in hot pin axial power profile. In each case, the total
fuel pin power, integratedover the length of the pin, is governed
by the enthalpy rise hot channel factorand is therefore independent
of the axial peaking factor applied.

The FRAPCON-2 and FRAP-T6 codes have not been assessed for

analysis of high-burnup fuel (>35 GWd/MTU). However, results
obtained for exposures above 35 GWd/MTU are in general agreement
with expected trends. In addition,it is not anticipatedthat high-
burnup fuel pins (>35 GWd/MTU) would be operating at power levels
that would cause them to fail earlier than lower-burnuppins.
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3. RESULTS

Figure 3 compares the transient results generated by
SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3and TRAC-PFI/MODI. The plots illustratethat good
comparison was obtained for the break flow and resulting system
depressurization. The SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3calculationreachedthe low

st only OT.hlls earlier thanpressurizer pressure setpoint at 3.73 ,ion.D from theindicated by the TRAC-PFI/MODI calcul flows
accumulator,intact hot leg, and intact cold leg also compare weil.

The largest deviation between results occurred after the
accumulatorsemptied and discharged nitrogen into the system. In
the SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3calculation,the accumulatorswere isolatedas
they approached an empty condition, in order to prevent code
failure. In the TRAC-PFI/MODI calculation, however, as the
accumulatorsemptied, nitrogen gas was discharged into the cold leg
and vessel. This surge of noncondensiblegas pressurizedthe upper
downcomer, resulting in a surge of fluid into the core region. A
surge can be seen as the broken loop accumulator empties at
approxi_uately35 s and again as the intact accumulatorsempty at
about 40 s. This surge of fluid is clearly seen in the hot channel
mass flow at the midcore level and in the collapsed reactor water
level. The downcomervoid fractionplots indicatesimilarresponses
for voiding of the downcomeradjacent to the intact loops; however,
the TRAC-PFI/MODIcalculationindicatesa quickerand more prolonged
voiding for the downcomerquadrant adjacent to the broken cold leg.

The FRAP-T6 fuel pin failure times generated using
SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3and the times generated using TRAC-PFI/MODI are
summarizedin Tables I and 2, respectively. The axial node in which
failure occurred is given in parentheses. In cases where no fuel
pin failurewas predicted,the valuesgiven in the tables correspond
to the transient time at the end of the calculation,prefixed by a
"greaterthan" symbol (>).

Transient fuel performanceresults calculated by FRAP-T6 are
shown in Figures 4 and 5 for the SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3and TRAC-PFI/MODI
cases, respectively. The fuel cladding surface temperaturesrise
rapidlyduring the first few seconds,as the fuel surfaceheat flux
is reduced due to core voiding. Fuel cladding temperaturespeak at
about 1100K for the SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3calculationand at about 1000
K for the TRAC-PFI/MODIcalculation. The fuel claddingtemperatures
then decline over the next few seconds as the fuel gives up its
stored energy and fuel pellet temperaturesdrop, due to the reduced
power generation. Eventually, the reduced heat transfer at the
claddingsurface produces a steadyrise in cladding and fuel pellet

b. An additionaldelay of 2.0 s to account for instrumentresponse
is assumed for the analysis.
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Ftgure 3. Plots of the t_ansient _esults generated by
SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3and TRAC-PFI/MODI.
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Variable Description

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3Variables:

O-rktpow .. Total core thermal power (W)
O-rkfipow Total core fission power (W)
O-rkgapow Total core decay heat (W)
400-cntrlvar Hot channel collapsed reactorwater level (m)
403-cntrlvar Core-averagecollapsed reactorwater level (m)
128010000-p Reactor upper head pressure (Pa)
620010000-p Pressurizerdome pressure (Pa)
410-cntrlvar Total break flow (kg/s)
704010000-mflowj Accumulator flow for the broken loop (kg/s)
702010000-mflowj Total accumulator flow for the intact loop

(kg/s)
702-acvlig Accumulator liquid volume for the intact loop

(me)
200010000-mflowj Total hot leg flow for the intact loop (kg/s)
253010000-mflowj Total cold leg flow for the intact loop (kg/s)
155010000-mflowj Hot channel flows at the core midplane (kg/s)
1060nOOOO-voidg Broken loop downcomer void fraction for node n

at the core midplane elevation
1860nOOOO-voidg Intact loop downcomer void fraction for node n

at the core midplane elevation
O-dt Time step size (s)

TRAC-PF1/MOD1Variables:

RPOWER0990001 Total core thermal power (W)
CORELEVEL Core-average collapsed reactor water level (m)
PUP0990001 Reactor upper head pressure (Pa)
P078001 Pressurizer dome pressure (Pa)
MFLOWTOTBRK Total break flow (kg/s)
MFLOW0440002 Accumulator flow for the broken loop (kg/s)
MFLOWTOTINTAC Total accumulator flow for the intact loop

(kg/s)
ACQLIQTOTINT Ac_;umulatorliquid volume for the intact loop

(m
MFLOWINTHLEG Total hot leg flow for the intact loop (kg/s)
MFLOWINTCLEG Total cold leg flow for the intact loop (kg/s)
MFLOWTOTg90801 Hot channel flows at the core midplane (kg/s)
ALPHAOgg0814 Broken loop downcomer void fraction for node n

at the core midplane elevation
ALPHAOg90813 Intact loop downcomer void fraction for node n

at thP core midplane elevation
DELTO000001 Time step size (s)

Figure 3. (continued)
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Table I. Fuel pin failure times (s) calculated by FPJ_P-T6using
thermal-hydraulic conditions generated by SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.

,,

I Burnup/pf" 5 GWd/MTU 20 GWd/MTU 35 GWd/MTU i 50 GWd/MTU

2.32 29.1 {5) 29.7 15) 27.7 (5) 24.8 /4)

2.2 34.4 (5) 36.7 (5) 35.8 (5) 32.5 (4 /

2.0 44.5 (4) 48.4 (4) 43.6 (4) 43,6 (4)

1.8 > 60.0 > 60.0 > 60.0 > 60.0iii

Table 2. Fuel pin failure times (s) calculated by FRAP-T6 using
thermal-hydraulic conditions generated by TRAC-PFI/MODI.

Burnup/pf 5 GWd/MTU 20 GWd/MTU 35 GWd/MTU 50 GWd/MTU

2.32 > 60.0 41.4 (5) 41.3 {6) 34.9 {6)

2.2 > 60.0 > 60.0 41.4 (5) 41.2 !6)

2.0 > 60.0 > 60.0 > 60.0 > 60.0

1.8 > 60.0 > 60.0 > 60.0 > 60.0

temperatures. This temperaturerise continuesuntil water from the
accumulatorsmakes its way into the core region.

Cladding surface temperatures calculated by FRAP-T6 using
SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 data are higher than those calculated using
TRAC-PFI/MODI data. As shown in Figure 5, this deviation becomes
even more apparent after about 40 s, due to the nitrogen induced
flow surge that results in a quenching of the claddihg for the
TRAC-PFI/MODI calculation. The cladding surface temperatures
calculated by SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3also begin to decrease after about
40 s, as flow from the accumulatorsreaches the core. However, the
rapid quenching of the core was not predicted by the
SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3calculation.

The zircaloy cladding undergoes a phase change starting at
about 1050-1090K and ending at about 1250 K. As a result of this
phase change,the material propertiesof the claddingchange rapidly
over this temperature range. In the SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3case, pin
failures was calculated to occur during this phase transition. In
the TRAC-PFI/MODI case, pin failure occurred during the initial
coolant surge, prior to reachingthe phase transitiontemperature.
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SEABROOK100_,DBA 50 GWD/MTUPIN--PF 2.32 bEABROOK 100_oDBA50 GWD/MTUPIN--PF 2.32
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Figure 4. FRAP-T6 transient fuel performance results for the hot
channelhot pin, peaking factor 2.32, 50 GWd/MTUburnup, axial nodes
three thro_tgh nine, using SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 thermal-hydraulic
boundary condition data.
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SEABROOK 100_,DBA 50 GWD/MTU PIN--PF 2.32 (TRAC)SEABROOK 100_,DBA 50 GWD/._TU PIN--PF 232 (TRAC}
_nternal pin pressure failure probability
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Figure5. FRAP-T6transientfuel performanceresultsfor the hot
channelhotpin,peakingfactor2.32,50 GWd/MTUburnup,axialnodes
threethroughnine,usingTRAC-PFI/MODIthermal-hydraulicboundary
conditiondata.
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lt should be noted that the limitations of point kinetics
prevent modeling of the relative differences in decay heat that
would be associatedwith the differencesin fuel pin exposure. For
this reason, energy deposition in both the low- and high-exposure
pins is identical throughout the transient and produces a
conservatiy_eestimate of pin failurefor the lower-burnupfuel pins.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The earliest fuel pin failuretimes calculated for a complete,
double-ended,offset-shearbreak of a cold leg, withoutpumped ECCS,
assuming the main coolant pumps continued operating were 24.8 s
using SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 and 34.9 s using TRAC-PFI/MODI The
corresponding containment isolation signal times were 3.73 s and
3.84 s for the low reactor coolant pressure trip, respectively.
Assuminga 2.0-s delay for instrumentresponse,the minimum interval
calculated between initiationof containment isolationand failure
of the first fuel pin becomes 19.1 s using SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3and
29.1 s using TRAC-PFI/MODI.

These early fuel pin faiure times were obtained for fuel pins
with 50 GWD/MTU exposure,operating at the technicalspecification
limits. This representsa conservativeresult,since fuel pins with
such a high exposurewould not be operatingat such conditions. The
fuel pin failure time can increase significantly for both lower
burnup and lower peaking factor. Based on this analysis, the
methodology using SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3to provide thermal-hydraulic
boundary conditions for FRAP-T6 appears to produce conservative
results. An improvedbest-estimateapproach would require detailed
fuel-cycle specific information on the core power and exposure
distributions.
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NOTICE

This report was prepared as an accountof work sponsoredby an
ageacy of the United States Government. Neither the United States
Governmentnor any agency thereof, or any of their employees,makes
any warranty, expressed or implied,or assumes any legal liability
or responsibilityfor any third party'suse, or the resultsof such
use, of any information,apparatus,productor process disclosedin
this report, or represents that its use by such third party would
not infringe privately owned rights. The views expressed in this
report are not necessarily those of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
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